
Leggings #435 by MacPhee Workshop, almost instant 

I took 2 measurements; hip and inseam length.  I didn't take a waist measurement, and I'll explain 

why in a minute.  The back of the pattern envelope said I am between M and ML.  I made ML which 

has a 28 1/2 inch inseam.   

I want these to go to the ankle, so I needed an extra 1 1/2 inches in the leg length.  If you just ex-
tend the bottom of a tapered piece like these, they get narrower as they get longer, so I added just 

below the crotch and smoothed out the cutting line with a dressmakers curve. 

I used just over a meter of a wonderful bamboo knit that I got from Linda MacPhee.  I laid it out on 

the cutting table with the good sides together, pinned on the pattern and cut out my leggings. 

 

The two leg pieces are 

al- ready to serge.  Use the 

serger to serge the front 

and back crotch seams, 

using a 4 thread over-

lock.  Then open out the 

legs and serge the inseam.  

I finished the waist and leg bottoms with the serger, too.   

The casing for the elastic and the leg hems could be finished many ways; cover-stitch on the 

serger, twin-needle hem on your sewing machine, or using a "hem-stitch" on the sewing ma-

chine.  That's the one I chose.  I wanted quick, easy and durable! 

Stitch #20 on the A menu of our Husqvarna/viking De-

signer machines. 

Now, how I dealt with the waist.  I have discovered 
through many years of sewing that not all types of elastic 
stretch and contract to the same degree.  So I wrap my 
elastic of choice around my waist, add an inch for overlap and cut it.  Done.  No measuring, no 

math, just done.  Fun fast and easy, right? 

Join the ends of the elastic, making sure it's not twisted.  Lay the 

loop of elastic on the inside of the leggings at the waist and fold 

the fabric over the elastic to enclose it.  Fold it over  3/8" more 

than the width of the elastic, then, using that hem stitch, begin at 

center back and sew a casing to enclose the elastic.  Be careful to 

not catch the elastic in the hem as you sew.   

Just before you complete the circle, slip a piece of soft ribbon un-
der the edge of the casing to mark the center back.  (Makes get-

ting dressed easier on sleepy mornings) 

Turn up a 1/2" hem on each leg and use the same stitch.     YOU ARE FINISHED!  

ps These are great in capri length, too!  Pine Ridge Knit & Sew has the patterns and a great selection 

of fabrics for these. 

http://www.macpheeworkshop.com/shop/Patterns/Pants--Shorts/p/435-Leggings.htm
http://www.pineridgeknitsew.com
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